### Thursday, 14 July

**Student Registration**
Evan Burge Building, Trinity College  
(Red Dot No 7, Diary Map)  
8:00am

**Timetable Explanation**
BLT, Evan Burge Building, Trinity College  
(Red Dot No 7, Diary Map)  
9.30 – 10.00

**Tour of the University of Melbourne and Trinity College**
*With Trinity College Foundation Studies alumni*

Tours depart from Evan Burge Building and ends Melbourne University Lecture Theatres  
10.15 – 11.15

**English Diagnostic**
Lyle Theatre, Redmond Barry Building  
(Red Dot No 16, Diary Map)  
11.30 – 1.30

**English Diagnostic**
Lowe Theatre, Redmond Barry Building  
(Red Dot No 16, Diary Map)  
11.30 – 1.30

---

*Students are allocated to an orientation session and/or a lecture according to the Group Number or the first letter of their family name (surname). If you do not have a family name, use the first letter of your single name. Please check each session or lecture on this timetable to ensure that you are attending at the correct time. This Orientation Timetable is subject to change. Please check the Trinity web site at [www.trinity.unimelb.edu.au/cfs/orientation](http://www.trinity.unimelb.edu.au/cfs/orientation) for the most up-to-date information or contact Student Services at 199 Grattan Street (Red Dot No 11, Diary Map). This document was last updated on Friday, May 06, 2011.*